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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1967, 8:30 P.M. 
CONCERT HALL, 855 Commonwealth Avenue
Donald Kidd, piano 
Mari-Ann Pfeiffer, celeste 
Nicholas Xenelis, saxophone 
George Rockwin, trumpet
PROGRAM FOR NEXT CONCERT 
DECEMBER 9
CONCERTO IN D MINOR for Violin & Orchestra f$ Sibelius 
(Mizuno Ikuko, violin)
FANTASTIC SYMPHONY ® Berlioz
PROGRAM NOTES
SCHUBERT SYMPHONY NO. 5
The Symphony No. 5 of Franz Schubert is the product of September-October 1816, Schubert’s 
^ J 9 th  year, and was first performed shortly thereafter. Written in the traditional four move- 
^Bients, it is unusual for its restriction of the size of the orchestra, for it uses no trumpets or 
timpani. In view of this reduced orchestration, it 'is no surprise to note the intimacy and 
delicacy of the entire composition, almost as though Schubert were composing chamber music 
for an exceptionally large and gifted ensemble. From the opening notes of the 1st movement, 
with their soft woodwind chords and tripping violin passages, to the close of the Haydnesque 
finale, all is melody and charm. The close affinity between Mozart and Schubert, both of whom 
led such similar lives, is accentuated by the closeness of this Symphony to the most typical 
works of the earlier genius. Although Schubert’s range of key structure and tonal relationships 
is far more extensive, the general tone of this work ties it to early classic period, rather than to 
the music of Beethoven, Schubert's famous contemporary.
THE YOUNG PERSON’S GUIDE TO THE ORCHESTRA
Benjamin Britten’s opus 34, the Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra, was composed for a 
documentary film teaching children the sounds of individual instruments and orchestral 
choirs. It consists of strict and free variations on a theme by Henry Purcell, crowned by a fugue 
based as much on the material in the variations as on the theme. This melody possesses such 
a strong, individual, dignified character that it hardly seems suitable for manipulation. How­
ever, Britten finds developmental possibilities in the opening gesture's ascending triad and in 
the long descending sequence that serves as the centerpiece of Purcell's noble idea.
The first variations are for the woodwind, brass, string, and percussion sections. The wood­
winds restate the theme on the relative major plateau and shorten the theme by eliminating 
one member of the long central sequence.
This is further compressed and the theme is turned into a brass fanfare.
The opening triad is extended upward and outward by the strings while the long sequence is 
(irther compressed into a hypertense hemiola.
The continual compression climaxes with a percussion demonstration that serves as a 
dominant preparation for the return of the theme as we first heard it.
The statements in the individual instruments not only develop the motives further, but 
evoke famous solos for these instruments in the orchestral repertory. The flutes and piccolo 
sound very much like they do in the scherzo from Mendelssohn's Midsummer Night's Dream.
The oboe variation uses both motives in close juxtaposition but modulates continuously and 
almost aimlessly much like Bruckner.
In a transition section, a bubbling clarinet caper is reminiscent of Rimsky-Korsakov.
Both the aspects of the bassoon's schizophrenic personality are revealed simultaneously in 
its variation —  the bassoon as the most comic and most pathetic instrument in the orchestra.
The most shimmering exhibitions of high violin tone in the nineteenth century are the 
Glinka and Musorgskii Polonaises, in which the brass provides a dazzling rhythmic background.
The viola variation is made entirely of a tortuous chromatic alteration of the opening triad 
that appears to be searching for a compatible key.
A halo of clarinet and divided viola sound provides an Elgar texture for the passionate 
violoncello variation.
The height of the accompanying woodwinds accentuates the depth of the tone of the sur­
prisingly agile string basses.
The harp concentrates on the triadic motive, first by changing it into a descending triad, and 
following that with extensions in diminution.
The brass variations display several kinds of contrapuntal ingenuity.
The horns’ Borodin-fanfare is later inverted.
The trumpets also invert their opening statement.
The trombones first permute the tones of the triad, then augment the tones of the second 
potive. The tuba follows in imitation at the fifth, reanswered in inversion by the trombones and 
inversion and diminution by the woodwinds. This closes with a near-canon between the 
trombones and tuba. All of this is produced by Britten with effortless ease.
The most difficult instruments to feature are the percussion. It is only with the most sensi­
tive and brilliant string writing that Britten manages to create a formal whole in a section 
introducing the timpani, bass drum, cymbals, tambourine, triangle, snare drum, wood block, 
xylophone, castanets, Chinese gong, and whip!
The piece concludes with a fugue strangely recalling other music of Britten. Four d iffe ren t^  
counterpoints to the subject relate closely to the original theme that finally returns, thoug^B  
not quite as Purcell conceived it.
SIMULTANEOUS MUSIC
Humphrey M. Evans III was born in New York City nineteen years ago. After some preliminary 
piano study and experiments in composing, he began serious work in theory and composition 
with Grace N. Cushman at the Peabody Conservatory. Entering Yale University in 1965 brought 
him in contact with Lawrence Moss and Donald Martino. This past summer, he was a fellowship 
composer at Tanglewood.
The Broadcast Music, Inc. and the National Federation of Music Clubs have encouraged his 
work with several awards and performances. His "Happening for Orchestra" was premiered in 
1965 by the Redlands (Calif.) Symphony Orchestra. “Simultaneous Music,” which receives its 
New England premiere tonight, was first performed by the New Orleans Philharmonic during 
a two-week festival of contemporary American music in April 1966.
The composer divides the orchestra into three chamber ensembles for his "Simultaneous 
Music” . Each has its own musical score and coordinator. All three play together only for the 
third of four movements. The participating ensembles begin each movement on cue, and 
continue playing separately from the others. When all performers have finished playing their 
notes, the movement is completed.
Each movement is divided into five measures, and should last about two minutes. The 
coordinator of each orchestra decides prior to each performance the length of each measure 
(in seconds). The musicians are aware of his decision only as the downbeat for each successive 
measure is given. Three types of notes indicate durations of 1 second or less, 1 to 5 seconds, 
and 5 to 10 seconds or more. Diagonal lines between notes show cue-paths.
HARY JANOS SUITE
The Suite from Hary Janos is derived from Kodaly’s opera which was first produced in Buda­
pest in 1926. Hary Janos is the swashbuckling hero of Kodaly’s opera. For Hungarian folklore, 
he is comparable to Baron Munchausen. In his imagination, Hary is capable of extraordinary 
feats of valor. As for his amorous exploits, Casanova anu Don Juan are timid bumpkins beside 
him! He was a swaggering bumptious braggadocio, capable in his own fantasy of only the 
most monumental deeds and the purest of thoughts. Of Hary, Kodaly has written:
“ He is a peasant and an ex-soldier with great powers of imagination. Hary sits in the village 
inn day after day, telling of his wonderful exploits. His stories are not true —  but that is un­
important. He tells them with such naivete and sincerity that he not only convinces his 
audience but he believes them himself.”
The action of the opera takes place over 100 years ago. Around Hungarian camp fires one 
may still hear the story of how Napoleon declared war on Austria for harbouring this dangerous 
man, and how Hary singlehandedly defeated the Grand Army. In movement No. 4 (The Battle 
and defeat of Napoleon), the quivering voice of the alto saxophone brings to mind the picture 
of Napoleon on bended knee, quaking before Janos, pleading for mercy while receiving some 
well-placed kicks from Hary. The movement ends with a dirge-like section —  with much 
glissando —  slightly reminiscent and seemingly parodying the once proud French Victory 
March in most undignified fashion.
According to Hungarian tradition, a listener indicates his belief in a story with a hearty 
sneeze. The Suite opens with just such a “sneeze,” scored vividly with an ascending flourish 
in the woodwinds and strings.
The University Symphony Orchestra will appear on the television prj 
gram “ Worthy of Note", on WHDH-TV, November 24th and Decembl 
1st at 9:30 A.M.
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